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“LEGGERA”, the New Album by
Petra Magoni and Ferruccio Spinetti
MUSICA NUDA
“Leggera” is the title of the new album by Musica Nuda, released under the Warner label on 27 January. After
the success of “Little Wonder”, Petra Magoni and Ferruccio Spinetti are back with an album of new songs, all of
which, for the first time, are in Italian. In March, an international tour will include shows in France and the
United States.

An album about lightness, but in the most Calvinistic sense of the word. As Calvin himself said: “Take life lightly,
for lightness is not superficial, but gliding above things, not having weights on your heart”.
And this very feeling reverberates throughout the songs on the album, gifted with a delicate grace and elegance
that is reminiscent of the best Italian song-writing of the 1960s. The same grace which makes the duo Musica
Nuda unique, a special alchemy conjured by Ferruccio and Petra, as if it were an “essential condition”
(“condizione imprescindibile"), to mention one of the songs on the album. Two kindred spirits which still today,
after 14 years together, never fail to move and thrill their audiences.
The new tour, that will kick off in March and is constantly being updated on the duo’s Facebook fanpage and
website, will see Petra and Ferruccio perform the new songs included in “Leggera” and a selection of their
greatest hits.
“Leggera” is not only the celebration of an artistic collaboration that began over a decade ago, but also the most
accomplished and mature expression of a successful duo that is always open to collaborations. As has often been
the case in the past, not all of the songs on this album were written by Magoni and Spinetti. In fact, numerous
artists contributed to the song-writing.
Peppe Servillo wrote the lyrics to “Come si canta una domanda”, on music composed by Ferruccio, who played
guitar on this particular on this track, whereas the music on “Tu sei tutto per me” was composed by Fausto
Mesolella, who also played on two of the album’s songs, with lyrics by Alessio Bonomo.
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The disc also features Frankie Hi-NRG Mc, author of the lyrics to “Lunedì” on music composed by Ferruccio;
Francesco Cusumano wrote “Feltrinelli”, and is followed on the album by song penned by Lelio Luttazzi and
Zeppieri “Canzone senza pretese” (previously released as part of a “Musica Jazz” compilation, but in a slightly
different version and without the vocal track by Frida Bollani Magoni). “Ti darò” was written by Petra Magoni
and Luigi Salerno, a singer-songwriter of rare sensitivity, whose piano a vocals demo made the final cut of the
track; Kaballà and Susanna Parigi worked together on “Zitto zitto”, a tongue-in-cheek track which ideally fits
Petra’s flamboyant vocals. In “Luce”, Ferruccio’s music is complemented once again by Luigi Salerno’s lyrics,
resulting in a song full of references to Brazilian music, of which Spinetti is a great fan. “Dimane” is the only song
on the album entirely written by Ferruccio, which perfectly exemplifies his knack for melody, as well as
showcasing his singing. Then, two songs co-written by Kaballà and Tony Canto: “Leggera”, the title track which
conveys all the album’s freshness, and the irresistible tango “Condizione imprescindibile”, the song which
probably best represents the true soul of the Musica Nuda duo. The album ends with a tribute to Italian songwriting at its best, a cover of “Ti Ruberò” by Bruno Lauzi, a song recorded two years ago for the duo’s previous
disc and which finds its perfect place on the new album.
TRAC KLIST
01 Come si canta una domanda (Servillo-Spinetti). Chitarra, F. Spinetti
02 Condizione imprescindibile (Kaballa-Canto)
03 Dimane (Spinetti)
04 Leggera (Kaballa - Canto). Guitar, Tony Canto
05 Lunedì (Spinetti - Di Gesu)
06 Feltrinelli (Cusumano). Featuring F. Mesolella on the Dobro
07 Canzone senza pretese (Luttazzi-Zeppieri). Featuring Frida Bollani Magoni
08 Ti darò (Salerno). Featuring Luigi Salerno
09 Zitto zitto (Kaballa-Parigi)
10 Luce (Salerno-Spinetti). Guitar, F. Spinetti
11 Tu sei tutto per me (Mesolella-Bonomo). Featuring F. Mesolella on guitar
12 Ti ruberò (Lauzi)

Website www.musicanuda.com
Facebook www.facebook.com/MusicaNuda
iTunes https://itunes.apple.com/it/artist/musica-nuda/id421645288
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